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Food..Family..ShabbosOne of the joys of Shabbos is that it comes 52 weeks a year the fun is

making it delicious every time!CELEBRATE kosher cookbook will help you do just that, with more

than 200 crowd-pleasing recipes that are easy enough for everyday, and special enough for

Shabbos. You'll find tips for making meals ahead, freezing, re-warming, and ingredient substitutions

for making almost every dish Passover perfect. Each week thousands of followers turn to author

Elizabeth Kurtz's highly acclaimed website, GourmetKosherCooking.com, for their favorite kosher

recipes. In CELEBRATE you will see why!
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"This book is full of vibrant photographs that make your mouth water. The recipes all have a unique

twist, and at the same time are easy to follow and approachable for the home cook." --David

Kolotkin, Executive Chef, The Prime Grill"Elizabeth's signature elegance and sophisticated style,

along with her easy-to-prepare recipes are definitely something to CELEBRATE. The exquisite

photos, helpful hints and tips will make this book cherished for years to come." --Naomi Nachman,

The Aussie Gourmet, and host of Table For Two on the Nachum Segal Network"Elizabeth Kurtz's

CELEBRATE is an inspiring collection of easy to follow recipes with fabulous photos and helpful

hints for the home cook. These are great recipes you'll want to make every day." --Jeff Nathan, an

award-winning NYC chef and owner of Abigael's on Broadway, best-selling cookbook author, and

host of the PBS show New Jewish Cuisine



great recipes and photos.

Very good recipes that you don't have to be a chef to make and understand.

Absolutely the best cook book that we have ever used

I love it. Easy to follow.

Beautiful. Easy and relevant recipes.

Finally an amazing gourmet kosher cookbook! It has tons of recipes that take you from simple one

pot dinners to elegant holiday affairs. I love how many traditional dishes are presented with a

modern twist yet stay true to themselves. The pictures are beautiful, the recipes are easy to follow.,

and her tips are very helpful. I couldn't resist trying " Teriyaki chicken with pineapple maple glaze" (

pg 141) the day I bought the cookbook. It was simple yet gourmet, delicious and a big hit with my

family. I can't wait to share this book with my friends!

What a pleasure!! I have many many cookbooks but this one was a revelation. The pictures are

beautiful and make the food come to life. Elizabeth Kurtz has compiled recipes that are accessible

to both the novice cook and the expert. I love how she included tips on presentation as well as

sample seasonal menus. Especially helpful were her suggestions on adapting the recipes for

Passover as well as more health conscious suggestions. Her personal anecdotes were especially

endearing. An absolute must for every kitchen!!!

Fabulous! This cookbook provides not only a great array of recipes for the Holidays but also

amazing essentials for my busy everyday life. Recipes that are healthy, delicious and perfect for my

full family. Easy to follow, and beautiful photography. The ballpark cookies are a huge hit!!!! Thank

you! thank you!
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